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PAPERS,

Wrowk.

use

only

for enlargements or contact printing.

Rapid or Slow, rough

Give finest detail, and. best engraving black ‘Tones.

ILFORD ALPHA PAPER, to replace albumenized paper. Prints by gaslight. Any colour
from black to red. Unequalled brilliancy.
A
ILFORD “ALPHA” LANTERN PLATES, the most successful ever introduced.
perfect plate.

USE tHe “KODAK” ron LANTERN NEGATIVES.

ii.

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.

DALLMEYER’S

LENSES

Are used by all the Leading Photographers, both Amateur and Professional,
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD, and have obtained the

HIGHEST

AWARDS

WHEREVER

EXHIBITED.

DALLMEYER ‘‘ On the Choice and Use of Photographic Lenses.’’ Price 1s,
New Descriptive Catalogue of Photographic Lenses and DALLMEYER’S LENSES & CONDENSERS

SPECIALLY

CONSTRUCTED FOR THE OPTICAL LANTERN,
FREE ON APPLICATION.

J. H. DALLMEYER,
Telegraphic

OPTICIAN,
and Cable

25, NEWMAN

Address—‘

WILL BE POSTED

STREET,

DALLMEYER,

LONDON,

W.

LONDON.”

Rouch’s “Eureka” Hand Detective Camera.
IVES instantaneous pictures eminentiy adapted for the Optical Lantern, Book Illustrations, or
Sketches for the Artist ; and is now in great demand by Tourists, Artists, Special Correspondents.
and Missionaries.

It differs from all others in its compactness, but is invaluable in this special

feature, that when its contents of one dozen plates have been exposed the reservoir containing them may
be removed im OQpem daylight, and a second, third, or fourth reservoir, each containing
twelve or more plates, may be inserted in succession, no dark tent for changing plates being now
necessary.

Lens, Camera, and all fittings of very highest class, and imade on our premises.
The Improved

‘‘Eureka’’

is covered

by several

Patents.

“ud Pric—e
For Lantern size Plates, £5176; Quarter Plates, £6 12 6.
If reservoir is made detachable, 10s. each instrument extra.
Additional reservoirs fitted—Lantern size, £2 5s.;
Quarter Plate, £2 10s.

Awarded the only Medal for Hand Cameras at Crystal Palace Exhtbition.

W. W. ROUCH & Co., 180, Strand, London. Factory Entrance—-43: Norfolx
Zt

~=IMPROVED

THE

KEY
CAMERA

PLATINOTYPE
COMPANY,

MEASURES ONLY
8x 5x4 ins.

199, SOUTHAMPTON ROW,

PRICE,

QUARTER-PLATE, £7 7s,

Holborn, London, W.C.

WOOD’S:LANTERNS AND SLIDES
USE

Literature.

Geography.

Botany.

Electricity.

Biography.

80,000
The

HH.

TO

Mythology.

Astronomy.
Art.

Slides

TEACH

Politics.

Magnetism.

on

Sale

History.

Geology.

or

Physiology.
Light.

Bible History.
&c., &e.

Hire.

PRINTED LECTURES FOR EACH SET.
‘‘EUPHANERON”’ LANTERN with the four-wick W Lamp, £4 4s.
The ‘‘CHEAP”? LANTERN
with 4-in. Condenser and three-wick
Wood's New List of Slides and Lanterns.
Post-free for One Stamp,

Lamp,

£1

18s.

G&G.
WOOD,
74,
CHEAPSIDE,
LONDON:
And HORNE, THORNTHWAITE & WOOD, 416, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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Special quotations for a series.
Exchange Column, General Wants, &c. (not Trade)—
First 20 words, 6d.; and for every 3 additional words, 1d.

Advertisements must reach the office not later than the
24th of each month. All cheques and postal orders to be
made payable to Taylor Brothers.

e

and

has recently

is to have

lantern

slides made from her negatives.
«
a

One of the chief attractions at a recent covversaztone held at South Kensington Museum
was the electrophonoscope, an instrument which
is said to be capable of reproducing not only the
voices of the operators, but also their faces. Jt is
not improbable that in the future, with certain
lantern appliances, the electroscopic face may be
projected on a large screen. This, in connection
with a microphonic attachment, might enable
a large audience both to see and hear a lecturer
although he may be a considerable distance away
at the time of the delivery of the discourse.
*

da

2

2

Society reports, which should be short, must
reach us as early as possible before the 24th of
each month to insure insertion in the forthcoming issue.

Advertisements (Scale of Charges), displayed :—
Ls.

ready,

post free rs. 14d.
:

H.R.H.
for Obtaining Slides

for the Lantern (No. 3)—Lantern Slide Work—Experiments with |
the Optical Lantern—Enlargements—Apparatus at the City Exhibition—Editorial ‘lable—Correspondence—Society Meetings— Notes
and Queries.

Notices.

Cases for this Journal are now

rice 1s.,

New Light—Screens
— Head-

Up" Statuary Slides 19

Mat Trimmers
Tansparencies

One Penny.

*

cal

AN advertising firm in London are contemplating
supplying small and compact lanterns to shopkeepers, together with a coloured slide setting
forth the qualities of the wares sold. The lantern

can be affixed above the shop front and the image
reflected upon the pavement.
Some time ago we
saw some very fine “trade” slides painted by
Messrs. Wilkinson and Co., of Sunderland, who,
we understand, are making them one of their
specialities.
Sal

cd

2

A LANTERN suitable for this purpose should be
sold for a moderate sum (and yet leave a reasonEditorial communications must be addressed, The Editor; able margin of profit), which will intimate upon
advertisements and business communications to Taylor the pavement to passers-by such announcements
Brothers, care of the Publishers, Dorset Works, Salisbury as may be desired.
z

Square, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

American Agents :—The International News Co., 83 and
.85, Duane Street, New York City.

ANOTHER

expected.

new

lantern

=

light

may

shortly

be

Mr. A. W. Scott, in a letter on another

18

The Optical Magio Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.

page, states that he has an improved oxy-calcium
jet of 300 c.p., which dispenses with coal gas, is
simple to use, and can be employed for dissolving
lanterns.

by immersing the slide in a very weak solution
of bichloride of mercury.
The first action of
this toning

solution

is to blacken

the picture,

which after arriving at this stage begins gradually to bleach. But the mercury solution, like
Ir appears that stereoscopic photography is re- that of the platina just described, must be so
viving in Sheffield, as the Photographic Society weak as to enable the operator to leisurely remove
of that town have purchased several stereoscopes it from the toning bath when once it is seen to
for use at their meetings. Stereoscopic negatives have become blackened through and through,
are well adapted for contact printing for lantern and place it in water so as to entirely wash out
transparencies.
every trace of mercury.
If this is done all
?
ba
*
2

*

2

It is with regret that we have to announce the
death of the Rev. T. F. Hardwich, which took
place on June 24 at Shotton Vicarage, co. Durham.
Mr. Hardwich, who was an authority on optical
lantern matters, was a contributor to our columns.
105

Toning

Transparencies.

ALTHOUGH in many cases a wet collodion transparency is of a tone sufficiently good to need no
toning, yet is the lightness of the colour of the
deposited silver of which the image is composed

not pleasant to the eye, a dark if not black
deposit being invariably preferred.
The blackest colour is obtained by immersing
the transparency in a weak solution of chloride
of platinum, in connection with which two things
must

be observed—first, that it is rendered acid

by nitric acid; and secondly, that the toning bath
be exceedingly weak.
Having dissolved the contents of a 15-grain
tube of chloride in 20z. of water, add thereto

drop by drop a solution of bicarbonate of soda
of which the strength is not material, until
after stirring well with a glass rod the solution
of platina no longer reddens litmus paper, which
it will certainly do previous to the addition of
the bicarbonate of soda. The hydrochloric acid
being thus neutralised, one or more drops of

further

action is arrested, and the transparency

when dried may be looked upon as permanent.
Some prefer to keep the plate in the toning bath
until the bleaching action has set in, when it is
removed, washed very thoroughly, and placed in
water containing two or three drops of sulphide
of ammonium, by which a rich brown colour is
produced.
It is unnecessary to say that washing
must follow this treatment.
A plain solution of chloride of gold also acts
as a good toning agent. While some use this
by itself, others prefer to mix it with a solution
of bichloride of mercury, in the belief that it may
conduce to greater permanency.
Sulphide of potassium or liver of sulphur is
much employed in the toning of transparencies
on account of the fine purple-brown colour it
gives. Its offensive smell is its most objectionable feature; but as the solution ought to be
very weak, and the toning process can be conducted near to achimney, or even out of doors,
no inconvenience need really be experienced from
this cause. The toning action commences as soon
as the plate is placed in the solution, and proceeds with a degree of rapidity in proportion to

the strength of the bath. It should be borne in
mind that this solution not only tones, but also
intensifies the image, and hence it is necessary
that the transparencies that are thus toned should
be rather thin. Some, as in cases previously
cited, add chloride of gold solution to the sulnitric acid must be added, until the blue litmus phide toning bath; others recommend in addition:
paper turns red, and shows that the solution is albumen that has been liquefied by being shaken
once more acid.
up to a froth, with a few drops of ammonia, and
Bearing in mind how many grains of platinum then allowed to stand until liquefaction takes
the

solution

contains, viz., fifteen

(or more

or

place;

gelatine,

gum,

and

substances

of

like

less), add one-fifteenth of the solution to 15o0zs. of nature. It is the potassium sulphide, however,
water, which will give a toning bath containing that is the active toning agent. Singular though
one grain of platinum chloride in 1Sozs. of it may seem, collodion transparencies toned by
water. The transparency is immersed in this, this agent not only possess a high degree of
and allowed to remain until the yellowish colour beauty, but also a greater degree of permanence
of the silver image is changed to a black tone. than those by many other systems, for it is geneWhen looked through, the tone will be found to rally known that silver sulphide is one of the
have become a neutral black. The transparency most stable silver compounds.
is then rinsed in water and allowed to dry.
It may sometimes happen that a transparency
A black tone of a rather cold nature, although of a pronounced reddish brown colour is wanted,
it answers well for portraits, may also be given as when one has got some enlarged or micro-

The Optical Macio Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.
Prize Medals,

GENERAL

Liverpool International Exhibition, 186.
Photographic Exhibition, 1888.

ARCHER'S NEW OPTICAL LANTERNS.
Proved superior to all others.

ARCHER
LANTERN

43

to 49, Lord

Sec reports.

&

Established

WANTS,

OPERATOR

&c.

WANTED.

Must be

thoroughly experienced in working triple lanterns,
&c., &c., and conducting public exhibitions on a large scale.
—Apply,

SONS,

stating

experience, to X, care

of ‘“‘Macic

LAn-

TERN JOURNAL,” Dorset Works, Salisbury-square, London:

SPECIALISTS,

Street, Liverpool.

IME-LIGHT

ili.

MATEURS’
NEGATIVES
developed, printed on
Albumenized, Mat Surface or Aristotype Papers,

1848.

Effect Slides painted for the Wholesale London Houses.

enamelled,

mounted,

&c.;

also

Transparencies

made.—

IRVINE, c/o the Publishers,
ALE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS,
objects of natural history. and other miscellaneous property.
Messrs. Protheroe and Morris have pleasure in announcing that they
conduct auction sales of the above at their central sale rooms, 67 and
68 Cheapside, K.C., on alternate Thursdays.
Terms for selling, and
Catalogues, on application to the Auctioneers, U7, and Us, Cheapside, E.C.

JUST

TRY

THE

EXPERIMENT.

ANTED
BENJM.

w7th any others on Gelatine or Dry
Plates.
We ask nothing more.

WILKINSON
(Est. 1859.)

&

Co,,

Artists

HOLMESIDE,

and

Lantern

Makers,

SUNDERLAND.

SALES BY AUCTION of Miscellaneous Property of every description
take place every Frioay.
Lists for Catalogues should be sent at least
a week before the sale.—3S, King St., Covent Garden, London, W.C.

&

MANUPACTORERS

OPTICAL

Patent

to

Sidney Street, Sheffield.

-—M.

Honour,

46, Euston

R. H. J. BEASLEY,
65

and

66,

Crescent, N.W.

Photographic

CHANCERY

Business

LANE,

W.C.,

Agent,
has

the

following BUSINESSES for disposal, viz. :—
W
Good position, every accommodation.
Studio
S.
. 30by ro. Returnsabout £600. Price £350.
Al24

annum ; wishing

to go abroad ; will accept £325.

negatives,
ENT—Sea-side.

20,000

Ai25
Returns

Low rent ; 12 years lease.

£400, and increasing; have been £1,000.

no time to attend to the business.
everything.

Co.,

Proprietor

Price £500,

include
AI25

Ll)

OF

LANTERNS

GORNILL,

Darker's

with full particulars,

LD-ESTABLISHED BUSINESS
for Sale ; good entrance. Returns between five and six hundreds per

HOTOGRAPHIC,
SCIENTIFIC, and MISCELLANEOUS
PROPERTY.—Mrkr. J. C. STEVENS

NEWTON

PURCHASE,

OUNG MAN wants Situation as Lantern Operator to
Lecturer or Institutions.
Can give first-class recommendation from Mr. Locke, late operatorto Mr. Malden.

Send 3 Negatives (any stze) to be made into
Lantern
Shdes; then compare them IN THE

LANTERN

TO

Kaleidoscope.—Address,

& SLIDES,

ee
Studio, and House, low rent.
Returns average £300. Price £250.
A129
|cacao
to let; rent £110, on lease. A138

OF the Best Quality only.

Detailed Catalogue, 3d.
Queen, H.R.H.

Scientific Instrument

Makers to H.M. the

the Prince of Wales, and the Government.

Makera of Lanterns and Slides to the Science and Art Department, the
Admiralty, the War
Department,
the Indian Government, Oxford and
Cambridge Universities,
theLondon Schoo! Board and the principal Societies.

8, FLEET

STREET,

LONDON.

Buy of the Makers.
Support British Industry, and save the
Middleman’s Profit.
Ho
& CO., Manufacturers of all kinds of Photographic
Mounts, Gold Blockers, Printers, &c. — 5,
Hand Court,
Holborn, W.C. Send for Estimates.
RAND

MAGIC

LANTERNS;

4-inch

compound

condensers

achromatic photographic lens, 3-wick lamps, complete in box,

30s.; with 4-wick lamps, 32s. 34 by 3} hand-painted Slides,
from 4d.; Photographic (including hymns, portraits of celebrities, &c.)
6d.; full-size changing comic slipping slides, in mahogany frames, 7s. 6d.
per doz, postage Is.; Rackwork, 3s., postage 3d., or 6 sent free for
lis.; best quality interchangeable double Chromatrope frame, with
pair of splendid designs,

4s.9d.,

per pair, postage 3d.; Reading

postage

6d.;

Small

mincral

postage

Lamps,

oil

Slides from Ud. doz., postage extra.

3d.;

extra discs, 1s., 2s., 3s.

with red light signal, 3s. td.,

Lanterns

from

Is. 3d., post free;

New descriptive Catalogues (con-

taining novelties not obtainable of any other maker) gratisand post-free.
—Rosert H. CLark, Royston, Herts.

Awarded the freedom of the Worshipful Company of Tin-plate Workers
for excellency of workmanship.

T.

J.

DOGGETT,

Manufacturing Tin-Plate Worker to the Optical
Lantern and Photographic Trades,
4, CHURCH LANE, UPPER ST., ISLINGTON.
Lanterns in Japanned Tin-Plate or Mahogany—Russian Iron.
Lamps, Retorts, Reading Lamps, &c.
Mannfacturing Opticians’ OWn Materials Made Up.

EST of IRELAND—Shop Studio (46 by 20), &c.
Proprietor wishing to live in England offers this
genuine business for disposal. Open to every investigation,
The place is exceedingly well fitted. Returns £1,000,
Price 41,200, to include everything.
AI4I
ROPRIETORS giving up Photography wish to sell furP
niture and effects; cost nearly £700.
Price £200.
Al45.
ELL-KNOWN
Studio for Sale.
Price £3,500.

Returns average £1,700.

ENUINE

:

Business for disposal;

thoroughfare.

AI57

principal London

Returns averaze £1,200, open to strict

investigation.
Price £1,000, includes everything—place
fitted regardless of cost.
A169
SUBSCRIPTION Portrait Business for disposal.
Returns over £2,500—£5,000 worth of orders now
on books.
Trade increasing.
Price £2,000.
Al75
OOD Premises, suitable for Zincography or any photoprocess—Studio 39 by 26. Good plant. Price £250,
everything included.
Asi
P —Returns guaranteed £150, but generally more.
S.E.
Old established. Wishing toretire, will accept
£120. Nice shopand Studio,
A193
GENUINE Business for disposal.
Returns about
A
£1,000 ; Accountant's report. Open to investigation.
Price £500.
Ali2
EGISTER

and SUPPLEMENT

can be had on appli-

cation.

R. BEASLEY is open to investigate any Business on
NM
behalf of Purchaser at a fixedcharge. 65 and 66,
Chancery Lane, W. C.

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.

iv.

LIMELIGHT.)

NEW

PATENT

APPLIED

FOR,

WARM- AIR SATURATOR.
358.

and

LANTERN CIRCLE

SOs.

Dispenses with Coal Gas; costs 31. per
hour in fluid; gives a brighter light than
Coal Gas in the mixed jet; is only five
pounds
in weight, and «uite safe.

Biunial and Triple Lanterns now
thirigs of the past

CHADWICK’S “ ECLIPSE” CARRIER

From Rev. F. E. WALDIE, Ashworth Vicaraye, Rochdale. ‘I regard the lightas solving
a greot difficulty where houge gas is not
available, and becauso independently of its
greatly increased illuminating power, it
works sO smoothly.”

A. W.
Ashcombe-rd.,

FOR

iam

SEND

SANDS, HUNTER & Oo.

W.

MANUFACTURERS

AND

BROOME

STREET,

CATALOGUE.

Mary’s Street,
MANCHESTER

DEALERS.

for Second-Hand Cameras,
Lenses, &c., by
most Noted Makers.
Catalogue post free.

the

TRADE

RICHARD
H. MORAN,
IMPORTER AND JOBBER,
396.

FOR

I. CHADWICK,

St.

PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS:
Depot

LANTERNS.

post free, 5/3

LEACH’S LANTERN MICROSCOPE
CHADWICK’S NEW LANTERN.

SCOTT,
Weston-Super-Mare.

SINGLE

5/- each;

NEW

G

YORK,

Ww.

REGISTERED.

G.W.SAa.

MARK

WILSON

&

CO.,

2, St. Swithin St., Aberdeen, Scotland.

U.S.A.

Makers

Photographic. Materials.
American and Foreign
,
Novelties.
Dark Room (free) for use of Tourists.
Catalogues and Fargain

of the Highest

class of

PHOTOGRAPHIC LANTERN SLIDES
Catalogues and Price

List, post-free.

Lists post-free on application.

Humphries’ New Perfect Hand Camera.
“THE

ALL

sl
[ii

QUADRANT”

YET

PRODUCED.

SURPASSES
PARFITT

CATT,
THE

SIMPLEST

AND

HUMES

AND

AND

MOST

PATENT.

SHE
COMPLETE

TT!
IN

THE

WORLD.

SIZE —Takes 12 Plates, 44 X 34, Vertical or Horizontal.
Measure, 10 X 7 X 5}.
PLATES . Simply pull back the Lever at bottom and the plate swings into register; an index is fixed at the] bottom to
TO CHANGE
indicate the number of plates exposec.
LENSSpecially manufactured, working at F6, and made to focus for short and long distances.
With this Shutter more exposure is given
—Works behind the lens, and can be fitted with Newman's Preumatic ReGutator.
SHUTTER
to forezround than the sky.

:

DER
S-— One to show horizontal and other vertical.
E CAMERA is one of the most simple that has yet baen introduced ; nothing complicated

to get out of order ; can be fitted to Tripod:

The whole is made of seasoned Mahogany and covered with Morocco leather, and we guarantee that there is:nothing.
with focussing arrangement.
so Easy to manipulate and yet so Perfect.

Price

for 12 Plates, £6 6s.;

Price for 18 Plates, £7 7s.;

Price for 24 Plates, £9 Qs.

Magic Lantern, Dissolving View, and Photographic
The Best and Cheapest House for High-Class I.anterns and Slides.

Apparatus Makers.

Lime Light and Mineral Oil adpated as a Speciality.

W.H. HUMPHRIES & Go, viccrs 268, UPPER ST., ISLINGTON, LONDON, N.

19

The Optical Magio Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.

scopic view of a brown insect, which he wishes be secured to a stand. The entire front can, by a
touch on a spring, be removed,
to show life colour.
thus affording opportunity for
In this case place the plate in a half-saturated
employing a stop in the lens
solution of bichromate of potash, to which a few
(Fig. 3), and for using the cap.
drops of hydrochloric acid have been added. The
The lenses of these cameras
image will rapidly bleach, till it is a pure white,
are of the rectilinear type, and
are of highclass. The shutter,
when it must be washed. A weak solution of

Schlippe’s salt is poured over it, by which it immediately takes a red colour. But here again
precaution must be taken to haveall the solutions

weak, else may the image become so dense as to
stop the light in too great a degree.
In all these processes of toning, it is necessary
that the transparency be not allowed

to get dry

after removing from the water following the
fixing and its immersion in the toning solution.

Hand Cameras
for Obtaining
Slides for the Lantern.
No. 4.— EUREKA.”
StncE the Eureka was first introduced by W. W.
Rouch and Co., 180, Strand, in 1887, it has undergone
several minor adaptations until it is now a very perfect
instrument.

This

camera

is made in three sizes, of

which the lantern plate size measures gin. by qin.
by gin. In the ordinary form (Fig.1) the receptacle
for containing the plates is
part of the camera

The

plates,

proper.

which

are

placed in sheaths, are contained in a reservoir, and

P

When it is desired to change a plate, a lever, situated
at the back, lifts the rear plate into a flexible chamber

It is then grasped by the finger and thumb,

by which it is conveyed to the front ready for exposure.
Each plate is in this manner moved in turn to the front,
until the dozen which the chamber contains have all
been exposed.
To suit the convenience of those who wish to expose
a greater number of plates on an outing, the changing
reccptacle is also made detachable, so that all one has

todo to attach another charged one is to slide in an

ebonite shutter in the front of the box, press a spring
knob, when the plate receptacle will become detached,

and a new one may be substituted.
The changing bag, when not in use, folds into a
small compass, and is covered by a lid (Fig. 2),on the
inside of which is an ivory slab, upon
which can be written in pencil such
particulars respecting each plate as
may be desired.
This camera is so adjusted that all
objects beyond 2oft. are in focus, but
“for portrait groups or near objects

the focus can be readily adjusted by
a scale provided for the purpose. When it is desirous
to use this instrument

—_—0:

Comparison

of IIluminants.

THERE seems to be a diversity of opinion respecting
the relative qualities and intensities of the oxy-ether
light in comparison with that produced by oxyIn comparing the light given by these two
hydrogen.

methods, it is not sufficient to use a7y jets at random.
It is not a difficult matter to make two burners, which
can be made to show either one or the other method
superior. The true means of arriving at a comparison
of the two lights is to procure burners, each capable
of showing these respective methods to the very best
advantage.
At present there seems to be a slight ‘“ hanging

back”

about the employment

for time

exposures,

it may

of saturators, but by

degrees, as lanternists come to appreciate this method

of lantern illumination, there is no doubt that their use

will become more general. But in order to make a
comparison between two different methods of lighting,
each burner must be of that form which is calculated
to give the illumination under its best conditions,
C.J.
suited to the conditions of the light.

are arranged close together,

;
Fic. 1.
that in the front being kept
in focal register by springs.
or bag.

which is of the roller-blind
class, is actuated by a small
A finder is also
knob in front of the camera.
leather
provided, and the whole packs into a neat
satchel.

30%

“Made

Up” Statuary

Slides.

s
I HAVE lately been experimenting upon methodbe
whereby a statuette may, by a little manceuvring, the

presented upon the lantern screen as though prolarge
photograph had been taken of a statue of
portions.

In photographing an ordinary small figure, I obities
served that all the small marks, grain, or inequal

scale
of the surface were reproduced on such a large

was
that ithad anything but the appearance that it
the
intended to represent, but by preparing it in
manner to be described, I have made some very
to
good statuary pictures, to all appearances “true
.
phrase)
a
such
use
may
I
(if
”
Nature
Ofcourse there must be such surroundings as will
give an idea of size ; but first, the surface ofthe figure

must be prepared. This I do by cleaning the plaster
statuette as much as possible, taking special care that
all dirt is removed

from

the crevices,

then,

after

gradually warming the figure, I immerse it for a short
time into a vessel containing white wax, after which
When cold it is ready for
it is carefully withdrawn.
the operation of mounting.
A pretty effect can be made by mounting the
statuette upon a rough block to represent a huge stone,
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or, if necessary, a pile of stones, or anything of a parts. One corner (in the case of the one received by
:
kindred nature. To obtain this effect was another us, the lower left hand one) is left entire. The right
source of trouble owing to the magnification of the hand corner of the square opposite is rounded in the
grain or atoms of various stones, but when I finally hit form required for a cushion shape, that of the above
upon the idea of using coal for the purpose, the effect division in a quarter circle, and the upper left hand
was good. A lumpof coal when photographed gives corner in the form of a cycloid, as in the annexed cut.
no idea as to the original dimensions, and when it is
reproduced in a photograph there is no telling whether
it is of a few inches across or asmany feet. The coal,
if it is to form the base of the figure, must be prepared
So as to be in keeping with it.
After the figure is rigged up, some small foliage
should be placed at the sides, and immediately in |

front.
Then, as a background, a large photograph .
may be introduced.
In lighting such a composition |

care must be exercised that the figure has as little |
“shine”

as possible, and

above all things do not le:

a shadow fall upon the background.
When all the |
arrangements are well carried out, a pretty lantern |
transparency can be thus obtained.
I mentioned that care should be taken to remove all |
dirt in the crevices. This reminds me that if sitters |
were to wash their faces immediately previous to:
having a large (head) photograph taken, there would |
be less work for retouchers, and a better photograph !

would result. An interesting comparison is that of i
large head photographed immediately after sponging: |

the face, and another taken an hour or two afterwards. |

The marks

in the face in the latter case will appear ;

hard compared with

those in the first, for it is sur-

prising how a lens can detect foreign matter in
crevices ; but for a photographer to ask his clients to
wash their faces is, indeed, a difficult matter, and great

delicacy would have to be displayed, but, perhaps,
two labelled prints showing the difference would
answer best, if they were hung in a prominent position
in a studio dressing-room.
ANDREW C. COLE.
30:

Mat

Trimmers

for

Transparencies.

Lantern

Parallel with the two lines mentioned, light lines are
ruled one-eighth of an inch apart. To make a fullsized dome-shaped mat, the paper must be folded in
two, and placed under the shape until it just touches
the upright heavy line ; then a wheel cutter or knife
is run around the shape. By placing the paper up to
any of the fine lines the opening will be reduced by a
quarter of aninch for each division, counting from the
coarse line.

Circles, ovals, and

squares are made by

folding the mat paper twice, or into a quarter its shape
VARIOUS methods have from time to time been and size.
Place it under the trimmer, two edges
advocated for cutting out masks, and with many in opposite the heavy lines which quarter the trimmer,
general use, a separate guide or die is required for each and cut around the shape. The thick lines described
respective size and form.
will give an opening two and seven-eighth inches in
When it is the intention to produce mats in quantity diameter.
it would seem reasonable enough that there be a-die
To make oblongs, place one edge of the folded
for each size, but for the amateur who makes a few Paper opposite the heavy line, and the other
opposite
slides now and then, and wishes to mount them with a one of the small lines at right angles, keeping in mind
mat the size and shape which in his opinion is best that each fine line removed from the thick line will
suited to display the pictures to advantage, he usually reduce the opening by a quarter of an inch.
Possesses himself of an assortment of mats, or else
To obtain a clean cut, it is best to place the paper
procures a die for each size and form according to his upon a sheet of glass. A little experience with this
requirements.
trimmer will suggest various methods of using it.
With a view to the wants of those desiring to make
30%:
their own mats, Messrs. Bain and Co., of 515, Pinestreet, St. Louis, U.S.A., have introduced an Ingenious
form of trimmer, with which masks of various sized
Large Lenses v. Small Lenses.
openings may be made.
The trimmer, which is sold for 25 cents, may be THERE are two advantages claimed for a large lens—
made from a sheet of brass of two and seven-eighths first, that it will give more light ;and
second, that it
inches square. Across this plate two heavy lines are will give a flatter feld. I may explain by this
term
Tuled at right angles, thus dividing it into four equal “flatter field ” to those who are not acquainted
with it,
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that it means that the picture will be sharper, or better
defined, over the entire surface.
The reason for the first advantage is that the cone
of light that is taken in by the lens will be larger in
diameter at the place where it first meets the lens;
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is much smaller than the diameter ofeither of the glasses

through which it passes. Now why cannot the lenses be
cut down in diameter nearly to that of the cone oflight ?

This would reduce the bulk considerably and consequently the weight.
While upon this subject of reduction of weight and
and the reason for the second advantage is that the
curvature of the lens being less, the picture would be bulk we think also that the mountings are unusually
naturally sharper. The ordinary } size tube, that has heavy. The front tube, which carries the cap, is much
- been in use for years upon lanterns, has a diameter of larger in diameter than is at all necessary for lantern
It could not only be reduced in diameter, but
about one and five-eighths of aninch : I mean the back work.
lens has that diameter ; the focus of this lens is varied also in depth ; in fact, the whole shape and confrom 3in. to 44in., consequently it has been placed at struction of the tube could be altered to great advantage.
either of these distances, which we call its focal length It seems to have been merely copied from the camera
tube without regard to its utility as a lantern lens.
from the picture.
Returning to the position of the objective lens in the
Now the cone of light that is received from the
condensing lens upon this back lens has been in cone of light, we would call attention to the fact that
length about six inches, depending a great deal in the medium-long and long focus lenses necessarily
its length upon the focus of the condensing lenses, occupy a place in the cone of light, which is further
although not varying more than about 2in.; conse- away from the condenser than that occupied by the
quently it follows that when a cone of such length is } size tube, and consequently if the objective lens is not
received from a condensing lens of from 3in. to 4din. of an extremely long focusitwill be nearer the apex of
in diameter, on an objective lens having a focal length the cone, thus combining the two advantages of a less
of from 34in. to 4in., it will receive upon its back lens curvature of glass and a glass whose diameter is
that Cone at a point in its length where it will be much greater than the cone received, and this is why
larger in diameter than the diameter of the back lens ; the larger lens gives a much brighter and much flatter
consequently all that portion of the cone which is field.
Those who have used the two extremes, the 1-4 and
greater in diameter than the lens itself will fall outside
of the lens and be lost on the brass work of the mount- the 4-4 tubes, will have noticed a peculiarity in focusings. Now if it is necessary for certain kind of work ing their pictures on the screen. With the 1-4:size
to have a lens ofjust this focal length of from 3in. to tube they can quickly focus, because the movement
4tin., that means if you want a picture of a certain of the rack will be comparatively long; while when
size at a certain distance that only this power lens will they have been using the 4-4 tube the movement of
make, we should have, in order to get all the light that the rack is very short, the result on the screen not
I do not know whether I can
the lamp and condensing lenses will give, a lens larger being so decided.
indiameter—as much larger as the cone oflight is larger make myself exactly plain to those who have not apthan the } size lens just spoken of. In fact it should preciated this, ibut the moment you touch the rack
be somewhat larger still. This explains why, with a movement of the 1-4 size tube there is an immediate
larger diameter lens, we get more light. Now those change upon the screen of the focus of the picture,
lenses that have a long focus are usually made larger while with the 4-4 tube the change is not nearly so
indiameter.
Recently makers of magic lanterns have apparent.— The Exhibitor.
been having their short focus lenses made larger in
:0!—=
diameter to gain the advantages just spoken of.
Increasing
the diameter of the lens and maintaining the
same curvature will not alter the quality of the lens at To Prevent Softening of Negative
all in reference to its flatness of field. This can be
Films in Hot Weather.
only accomplished by reducing the curvature and
consequently increasing the length of its focus, and
the result of this is reducing its power.
We have Mr. BACHRACH, in a communication to W7/soz's
found that the half size objective will make a better Photographic Magazine, says :—‘* At this season of the
defined picture than the quarter, because the curvature year, on extremely hot, sultry days, gelatine films are
is less, and we have found that the 4-4 tubes will sometimes difficult to handle in the absence of ice or
makea still better one for the reason that its curvature cold water, and they often become very soft in the
developing solution. A perfect cure for this will be
is less than that of the 1-2 size.
Makers of lanterns have been, I may say, forced found in the addition of about half-an-ounce of a
to use the objective lenses that have been inthe market solution of sulphate of magnesium (ofa strength of
suitable for lantern work without regard to their weight one ounce to eight ounces of water) to each pint of
It is especially useful.with eikonogen, and
or bulk, keeping in mind only the fundamental prin- developer.
ciple that I have just explained. The result has been is perfectly inert, having no deleterious effect whatever.
that the low power lenses, those that are used at It acts almost as energetically as alum, and has none
medium-long and long distances, are very bulky and of the objectionable qualities ofthe latter. With pyro
heavy, especially the 4-4 tube. If one will examine, developer I have found the same quantity of a
for instance, a lantern that is in operation with a 4-4 saturated solution of bichloride of mercury to answer
tube, and take note of the cone oflight that passes into the same purpose, but with eikonogen I prefer the
It leaves the film as firm as
the objective lens, through it and out to make the picture, sulphate of magnesium.
he can easily discern the cone as it passes through the in cold weather, and ice or cold water can be entirely
various lenses, especially if his lenses happen to be dispensed with. I still adhere to eikonogen for
dusty. He will notice that that cone oflight in diameter portraiture.”
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Editorial
Mr. W. J. CHADWICK,

Table.

Correspondence.

of St. Mary’s-street,

Man-

BRITISH PHOTOGRAPHIC UNION.
chester, has sent us one of his £c/¢pse carriers. This
carrier, when used with a single lantern, gives a very
[To the Editor.|
pleasant effect upon the screen, an opaque shutter
S1r,—I take this opportunity of explaining the position of
sliding over the disc at the time of changing the
Picture. _The motion of changing the slide and also the above proposed organisation to those who are awaiting
practical results from the organising meeting ofthe 16th inst.
closing the shutter is conveyed by pushing the end of At that meeting it was agreed that union is absolutely necesa wooden strip, and so simple is the arrangement sary, but that it is impossible until we can secure the assisthat it is next to impossible for it to get out of order. tance of men who have nothing to fear from employers, and
The

carrier

consists of a frame, through

which

the

slides are placed, and in front of the groove carrying

the slides is another groove, in which travels a thin
strip of wood, which acts as a shutter. When the
slide is to be changed it is merely set into its groove,
and the end of the shutter pushed forward.
This
shutter—as soon as it has covered the slide which has
Just been presented upon the screen—by means of an
arm attached, conveys the new picture to its exact
place, and the withdrawal of the shutter exhibits the

next slide. The change can, when desired, be made
with great rapidity.

Botas’s Photographic Annual, published by Hampton, Judd and Co., 14, Duke-street, Adelphi, W.C., is
to hand. It contains upwards of twenty interesting
and original articles, and also numerous photographic
hints, which

will prove

useful.

This Annual, which

sells at sixpence, contains in all eighty-six pages of
matter.
*o:

* Light for the Lecturer’s Desk.

who have enough time and money to do the active work of
organisation in London. Thus the proposal is effectively
blocked, for all our adherents in town are workmen who
dare not risk their employment for the sake of this work ;.

and I live so far from London

that I could do nothing out-

side correspondence and an occasional visit to some previously organised meeting.
Our friends who have been

waiting for a fully-fledged union to hatch itself without heat,
will have to wait a little longer ; but the main recommendation of the meeting can be put in force almost at once.

“fair” employers ; coupled with a crusade against “ rabbithutch ” cut-throats and sweaters, purloiners and detainers of

specimens, and fraudulent apprentice-hunters ;this movement
to be effected by a practical boycott regulated by the estab-

lishment of a ‘black list” of both employers and workmen
who are proved to bea disgrace to this trade.
The initiatory difficulties ofa purely unionistic organisation
arc insuperable at present, as the usual complicated central
offices and bodies all depend on the individual pluck, ability,
and steadfastness of the officials in charge. It would be useless for us to start the union with less than a hundred members and four or five organising officials; but a scheme was
proposed and adopted bya majority of the meeting, which can
commence existence profitably with one

-AS a lanternist of some considerable time I have often
bethought myself of the most convenient method of
obtaining the necessary illumination for the lecturer
to read his notes during a lantern entertainment, and
as the gas arrangemients at our weekly lecture hall
are such that the source of supply of house gas has to
be conveyed near where the desk is situated, I have
lately used this instead of an oil lamp, which seems to
be the orthodox illuminant.
The means of making
a connection for this purpose are so simplejthat a few
words will suffice.
;
The rubber piping conveying the supply is cut and
again connected by slipping the ends over a metal T
piece, which permits of another piece of piping being
sprung on to connect with the desk, which, of course,
has a necessary shade so as to prevent illumination
when it is not required.
Various means of shading may be adopted, but as
these are so simply carried out, I merely throw out
the suggestion of employing gas for the purpose mentioned, leaving the general details to those using it.
In halls where the screen, lantern, and desk are
fixed points, and are used periodically under the same

not

elaborate

organisation;

and

adherent, and will
its expansion

to

a

so only.

After a short correspondence with the proposer of

the scheme, it will be announced in all the journals for discussion, and submitted for support to the Photographic Club,
or some such institution, by which means we are likely to
secure the assistance of a few well-to-do and disinterested
men favourable to the idea of the protection of the workman.
The formation of the entire trade union is deferred to such
time as our London sympathisers can produce some workman or friend of the operative photographer with sufficient
pluck and ability in him to stir photographic London up to
organisation, and the maintenance by money and attendance
of the branches and offices. The stop-gap scheme of which
I speak hinges itself on the first point of our programme:
| the registration and supply of workmen; and will soon
attract to itself a useful working body of competent men who
will form the nucleus of the unionin London.

Even now,

if any names are obtained of men willing to do the work

of

organising in London, I shall be very pleased to start them
on the good work in the proper way.—Yours, &c.,
ARTHOR G. FIELD.
ANOTHER

found most convenient.
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need

membership of a hundred or a thousand before amalgamation in an ordinary trade union will be a matter of a year or

conditions, gas illumination would in the long run be

ILLUSTRATIONS are becoming a sine gud non ifa book is
to sell now-a-days. The knowledge of that fact cannot fail to
have influence with the public.—G@. Lindsay Johnson,

It

is that we should start, as a preliminary step, on the registration of workmen of genuine merit, and their supply to only

NEW

LIGHT.

[ To the Kditor.]
DEAR S1R,—I intend to introduce this coming season ani
improved oxy-calcium jet. giving double the light of the old

form.

Its special feature will be its simplicity of working, as

it dispenses with coal-gas, and will run for an hour without

the slightest attention, not even to turn the lime.

It will be

v.

er.
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Society

suitable for dissolving lanterns. The power of the light is
about 300 candles, hence it cannot compete in brilliance with

Meetings.

the warm-air saturator, which is capable of producing 1,000

candle-power ; but it islikely to be preferred by some lecturers who work their own lanterns, and do not require ex-

ceptional light-power.—
Yours faithfully,
Ashcombe-road,

4 wr. Scort.

Weston-super-Mare.

SCREENS.

were thrown on the screen by the aid of a powerful optical

[Lo the Editor.)
Dear Sir,—I am looking forward to your description of
Chadwick’s ‘‘ Eclipse’ Carrier in next month's. Would it
be trespassing too much on your kindness to give me some
instructions respecting the making of an opaque lantem sheet
(paper faced), such as is described on page 20, vol. I.?
What is the best material to use? What sort of white
paper should I ask for? I deal with a paper manufacturer.
Should the back be covered with ordinary brown paper?
What is the best thing to use for sticking the paper to the
calico? Should plain paste be used, or should size be mixed
with it? If the front surface got dirty, what would be the
means for cleaning it? I should want a sheet about 8ft.
square. for parlour use, to roll up map fashion.
I hope you will not think me troublesome in asking so
many questions, but if you can find time to do so, I should
feel grateful if you would answer them in the pages of your
exceedingly interesting journal. Thanking you in anticipation, —Yours very truly,
HERBERT WORTH.
Totnes, July 16, 18go.
[Calico will answer the purpose if covered with a stout
surfaced paper on the front only ; this may be secured with
paperhangers’ paste. If you are inexperienced in this kind
of work, perhaps the best way would be to geta paperhanger
to put the paper on the fabric, as great care must be taken to
avoid creases.
Dirty marks on the face may be removed by
rubbing with a piece of stale bread.—ED. ]

HEADQUARTERS

OF THE

LANTERN

East
DuLWICH
AND
PECKHAM
PHOTOGRAPHIC
SocieTy.—At the ordinary meeting of the society on 18th
ult., the president (Mr. F. W. Edwards) in the chair, after
disposal of the routine business, Mr. H. Banks exhibited a
Scott's warm bath saturator (lent by the Editor of The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger),
by means of which the use of hydrogen gas for limelight
purposes is entirely dispensed with. Some brilliant pictures

SOCIETY.

[Zo the Editor.}
S1r,—I am glad to be able to give you some definite news
about our rooms for the Lantern Society. We have obtained
the use of the rooms belonging to the Royal Medical and
Chirurgical Society, at 20, Hanover-square, and, through the

courtesy of their committee, at a very moderate rental.
The rooms are centrally situated, and are occupied at
various times for meetings by several societies, amongst them

lantern, and the result was deemed to be highly satisfactory
and a great improvement on the ordinary oxy-hydrogen light.

WALTON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.—An open night was
held, onthe r7th ult., atthe Liverpool Exhibition.
Mr. H.
E. Burn described some interesting slides, illustrative ofa trip
through the Highlands, and Mr. Tyerman presided at the
lantern.

Several miscellaneous slides, the work of members,

were also projected upon the screen.

SHEFFIELD LANTERN

SOCIETY.—At a general meeting

on the 16th ult., arrangements were made for excursions
during the remainder of the season. Next winter the competition for the president's prize will take place.

HOLBORN CAMERA CLUB.—The last meeting was held on
the 18th ult., Mr. Knights in the chair.
Mr. Cobb read a

paper on the difficulties of mounting. He thought it was.
a rather important matter, which was to a certain extent
Now and
overlooked in the various photographic papers.
then he found it would turn up, but in a very haphazard sort
of way. With regard to the mountant, he did not recom-

mend the use of those advertised by various firms, as no preparation would keep good for all time, but to use starch, and
make it fresh each time it was required. After removingthe
prints from the water he laid them face downwards on a
piece of glass, and with an ordinary brush laid on the mountant.
Care should be taken not to put too much on the
back of the print, as the excess will ooze out at the side, and
disfigure the mount, especially if it is an enamelled one.
With regard to getting the picture in position on the mount,
he recommended, before wetting the print to lay it on the
mount, and mark the corners with a pencil. Mr. Cobb
mounted several prints on various descriptions of mounts,
and in answer to a question said that he did not use a squeegee, but always had two or three thicknesses of blotting
paper, and rubbed firmly with the openhand. A vote of
thanks to Mr. Cobb terminated the meeting.

DeEWsBuRY.—The monthly meeting was held on July roth,
being the Royal Microscopical, and the Quekett Club.
Mr. T. G. Beaumont in the chair. Mr. E. Scargill brought
Our evenings for meeting will be the second and fourth one of the postal photographic albums for inspection.
Mondays in each month, at 8.30 p.m., commencing in OcSeveral members brought negatives, prints, and transparencies, which were inspected. A discussion anent the developtober.
Will you also say that ladies are eligible for membership ? ment of lantern slides was raised, when it was ultimately
A
We have had two or three applications from them. and there decided to have a demonstration at the next meeting.
may be more who would like to join if they knew that they negative will be selected, and those members wishing tocom-

could.—Yours very truly,
by

7

pete are to expose a plate each, and use any developer they
wish, the results to be compared at the next meeting.

— Cyartes E, GLADSTONE,

6, Bolton-street, W.

Hon. Sec. Lantern Soc.,
9
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AMERICAN CoNVENTION.—The Photographic Association
of America will hold its annual
to 15, at Washington, D.C.

PHorocrapHic

SociETY.—The

August. are as follows :—August
convention from August 12
recently
The monument

erected in memory of Daguerre will be unveiled.

tensifying,

Reduction,

subjects for

14—Demonstration,

and Varnishing."—Mr.

August 16—Excursion to Carshalton.

(Train from

Bridge at 2.18). August 28—‘ Portraiture
ing.”—Mr. J. Hubert.

‘‘ In-

R. Beckett.
London

and Re-touch-

Notes

Selections.

and

Queries.

M. J.—You evidently had more ether in the saturator
THE diameter of a lantern condenser should be not less
The saturator should be
than the diagonal of the clear space within the slide mask. ! than it was capable of takingup.
A 34in. condenser is large enough for a slide of standard size drained so as to allow any excess to escape.
with circular opening, but for an oblong opening, acondenser
Ch, Hutchinson.—Instead of cutting the wicks so much as
of four inches in diameter is necessary.— Andrew Pringle.
you mention, try rubbing the charred surface with a piece of
ma
: paper ; this should enable you to obtain a flame that is not
z
My advice to amateurs respecting plates is, not to hop “ forked.”
D. 7.—The intensity of the light would in both cases be
from one make to another, but to select a make of plates
equal,
with a thick evenly coated. film, rich in silver, and of medium
quickness, and when such a make-has been found—to use an
AL, Evans.—We may have something to say upon the
Americanism—“ freeze to it." —7. Steventon.
subject in our September issue.
anes
Ifand Camera.—Judging by the print you enclosed, the
Ir, when developing a lantern plate with hydroquinone, a : picture is slightly out of focus. If you call the maker's attenlittle yellowness result, it can be easily removed by a treat- tion to it they will rectify it. The camera mentioned being
ment with a solution of cyanide of potassium of the following ia ‘*fixed focus’ * one, you cannot alter it in the manner you
strength :—Cyanide, two drams ; water, one pint.—W. A. explain.
Kibbler.
’ (. G,--A is nearly twice the price of B ; E would perhaps
: answer your purpose best.
AN album affords amusement for one or two only, a public | ’ Cynro,—Replied by letter. Perhaps the new form of
exhibition to the many ; but a good deal of the interest derived oxy-calcium jet mentioned in this number would suit your refrom the latter is lost from the fatigue of walking round the quirements at the altitude you speak of.
toom with the back of your head at an acute angle to your
J. M. Hick.—We have communicated with the makers,
spine, and the frequently exceedingly bad lighting of the and are informed that the fault was remedied some months
exhibits. All this is got rid of by using the optical lantern.— ayo.
Perhaps the lot you obtained were made previous to
D. Wardrop.
the rectification.
We have found them greatly improved of
|.
late.
Inquirer (Ryde) writes: ‘“ Will you or any of your
THE things that have helped to make the lantern so much
readers kindly inform me if it is a safe thing to use an oxygen
more popular during the last few years are, to my mind—
Ist, the simplification of photographic work by the intro- cylinder to supply gas to an ether saturator, using a regulator
-duction of dry plates ; 2nd, the improvements in apparatus, tothe cylinder?’ Reply.—Yes.
G. A.—In using Hydrokinone for the development of the
by means of which perfect manipulation and registration
can be secured ; 3rd, the compressed gas system being all Mawson fantern plate, yellow stain may be caused by : (1)
that can be desired since Beard's small automatic regulators Using too strong a formula; (2) if the plate be removed
from the fixing solution and exposed to the atmosphere before
have been invented.—@. R. Baker.
ae
being quite fixed ; (3) by using the same developing solution
s
repeatedly for anumber of plates; (4) if Hydrokinone be
In my experience of a number of years in the manukept in solution with sulphite of soda for a long time it will
facture of oxygen for the limelight and other scientific pur
poses, I have become convinced that the majority ofexplosions stain badly.
R.—We have not heard that the camera has yet been
are the result of a sudden plugging of the neck of the
placed upon the market.
retort and outlet pipe with the binoxide and decomposed
_ Louis Whitney.—Communicate with Taylor, Taylor, and
chlorate.
There are many cameras now to be had which
take small negatives suitable for lantern work ; these are Hobson, of Leicester ; they have a machine for engraving
We do
so compact and self-contained that they require no stand, letters which would doubtless answer your purpose.
not know the price.
focussing cloth, or other adjunct.—Z. CQ. Hepworth.
ss
Ilenry Hunter writes : Enclosed please find a half plate
s
negative. Kindly mark out the best piece from which {can
ALL hand cameras should be practically tested before
make a suitable picture for a lantern slide by contact, and I
being issued to the public.— Charles Winter,
will call for same about the beginning of August, when I intend
coming to London. Ansn:e7.—Three very good subjects can
THE quality of the glass for lantern pictures is a matter be obtained for contact slides. We shall be pleased to see
of considerable importance, as a slight scratch or air bell you when you come to town.
would, when magnified on the screen, be very objectionable.
it, J.asks : What is a photo-crayon enlargement ? Isit an
—Albert W, Scott.
enlargement worked up in crayon?
Your reply in ‘‘ Notes
Pd
and Queries " will beesteemed.
eyly.—Photo-crayons are
Tue eye knows not how to see until it is taught ; it will enlargements made from a negative upon a collodionized
look upon objects without seeing them—senseless and vague.
plate, the deepest parts of the shadows of which must be very
It must be taught what and how to appreciate.—C. L. thin. This picture is backed by paper, which has previously
Imac.
been hatched so as to give a slight shading. The effects
ee
s
thus produced are very beautiful and stand well.
WHen

lantern

slides are

varnished

with

collodion,

a

great brilliancy is given to the picturee—Geu. A. Neleon,
Se

THERE is a peculiarity about certain plates manufactured
for the purpose of making lantern slides. The image, which
before fixing appears very thin, acquires great density after

John S. Benham.—We have not heard that the gentleman
has returned

from

America,

but

as we

understand

he has

several engagements in this country for the autumn and
winter, we may expect him shortly.
Samuel Hedges writes: A foreign formula contains the
following—rc.c.
Will you kindly help me by saying in
your next what it means in English? Heply.—t c.c. means

fixing. Unless one is prepared for it, this is very liable to
; one cubic centimetre, and is equal to 17 minims, or drops.
mislead.—G. TV. Athins,

The Optioal Magio Lantern Journal and Photographio Enlarger.
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NEW HAND CAMERAS.
THE

“TALMER,”

Holds 12 } plates, fitted with self-setting time and instantaneous
shutter, and rapid achromatic lens, price 35/-, without finder.

The No. 2 “Diamond,”
i, Holds 12 + plates, has 2 finders, rectilinear lens, time and
instantaneous shutter, size only 43 by 32 by 83.
complete in case.

TALBOT

The ‘‘TALMER,” fitted with
Taylor and Hobson’s Finder, 42/-

LICENSEES

AND

&

Price 52/6,

HAMER,

MAKERS,

BLACKBURN.

Thomas’s “Pall Mall” Lantern Plate
Dear Sirs,—My satisfaction

North Lodge, Melton Mowbray, December 11th. 1889.

with your Lantern Plates is unbounded.

excellent that with the quinol developer, a tyro need not fail in getting

good

order in your hands for other plates.
To R. W. Thomas & Co,

Their

quality is so consummately

slides.
Add two gross lanterns to my
Yours faithfully,

WILLIAM

ADCOCK.

Rayapuram, Mdaras. 27th July, 1889.
Dear Sirs,—Mr. F. York was kind enough to send me a sample dozen of your Lantern Plates for trial, and
Ihave much pleasure in stating that in my opinion they are the most perfect Plates of their kind.
I do not think you exaggerate in the least in saying that Collodio-Bromide is superseded, for when one can
no one would think of going to the trouble ef making Collodion Emulsion
get such perfect Plates for 1s. a dozen,
with its uncertainty and worry.
I spoilt the first of the dozen purposely by giving different exposures on the two halves of the Plate to
ascertain their rapidity, but after that I got eleven very beautiful transparencies with the remainder of the dozen,
and since that I have used many dozens of your plates with the most gratifying success.
I have had some thirty
dozen out, and find they keep exceedingly well in this climate, for I used some that had been in a cardboard box some
four months and they were perfect as at first.
Yours faithfully,
Messrs, R. W. Thomas & Co., London.
FRED DUNSTERVILLE.

Thomas's Lantern Plates give all colours without Toning, and are warranted to keep
indefinitely ; in these respects especially they challenge any other make to comparison.

Lantern

Plates,

on

Thin
OF

Glass,
ALL

in. by

3jin., 1s. per

dozen.

DEALERS.

R. W. THOMAS & CO., LIMITED,
10, PALL

MALL,

Awarded the Certificate at Crystal
Palace Exhibition for Optical Lanterns,
also for Enlarging Apparatus.

D. Noakes & Son,
Inventors, Patentees & Makers of

Improved Lantern Apparatus,
Also “ INVICTA” Photo Lenses,
Cameras dé Enlarging Apparatus

LONDON,

S.W:

WRAY’S
Are now

IRIS

DIAPHRAGMS,
When rcqured, at a small additional cost.

A MEDAL

has been awarded

Telephone S029.
Every

improvement

in

our Appiratus

suggested

8.E,

Hours 9 till 6.
by long personal

experience, Mr C. Locke and Mr. D. W. Noakes, two principals of
the firm, having personally operated at 5,000 Exhibitions

Catalogues on Application.

for these LENSES,

at the Dundee and East of Scotland

PHOTOGRAPHIC

BILLINGSGATE STREET,
Greenwich, London,

LENSES
fitted with

February,

EXHIBITION,
1888.

W. WRAY, OPTICIAN,
North

Hill,

Highgate,

London,

Prices and Illustrated Catalogue for Stamp,

N.,

viii.
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Developing

the

production of Transparencies.
There ts nothing to equal rt for this
work.
The tones can be varied
to Developer

used, and
Clearness in

Solutions, Varnishes, Cover Glasses, Paper
and all Requisites.

Masks

and

Binders

MAWSON
& SWAN,
33, Soho Square, London; & Mosley Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
THE

APPARATUS

SHEW'S ECLIPSE

FOR

LANTERN

WORK.

HAND CAMERA.

SHEW’S

POCKET

For pictures full 44 x 31,

soe

ECLIPSE.

Weight, only 12 ounces.

EQUALLY SUITABLE FOR ARCHITECTURE, INTERIORS, &c.
SHEW’S

BAMBOO

WALKING

CANE

TRIPOD.

See ‘‘The Eclipse Pamphlet,” free on application to

rTF. SHEW & GO., 87 & 88, NEWMAN STREET.
Four

ae

i

ae
ce

”

ve

Doors

off Oxford

HandCamera. ;
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Str eet, Seodaee, Ww.

John J. Griffin & Sons, Ld.,

OMe HORS MReeTa ET

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Dine
oo Quarter
Plates. | Just Published.
ime or
ifs
Instantaneous
Exposures.

Marvel of Simplicity.
See it and decide for your-

self.
Vitted with a View Lens
working f/11, complete,

210

Catalogue

Fully Dlustrated

of

|
;

0

Ditto, with Rapid
Rectiinear Lens, working f/s,
and2 view finders.

£31 0

DEPARTMENT.

— A Complete

|

0

POST

T. RILEY&
& SON,

FREE

UPON

APPLICATION,

2, Upper Fenton Street,’ | 22, Garrick St., Covent Garden, London, W.C.
Commercial Road,
|
London, E.
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